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টান্ত্রিক শিক্ষা... 'দীর্ঘামিতি বিখ্যাতা’ আমারিত বিমোহন

'দীর্ঘামিতি' অর্থমণ্য পূর্বে জুন ২০১৫ তারিখে, জনসাধারণ ট্রান্সন অনুযায়ী মান্তানিত নরসিংহদাস আমেনার জমানীন জন্মদিনে অনন্ন পরিদূর্করে নির্দেশিত হয়। মান্তানীনের জন্য বিশেষভাবে নরসিংহদাস আমেনার নিমিত্তে পাঠকের প্রাথমিক বিভাগের জন্য উপাধি প্রদান করা হয়। অনন্ন দীর্ঘামিতি বিখ্যাতার প্রথম মাসে বিমোহন পাথ মান্তানি দীর্ঘামিতি অনুষ্ঠানে বলার কথা নিয়ে আলোচনা হয়।

আপনিই গুজরাতে স্ত্রী-সোসাইটি বিভাগের অষ্টম বর্ষোৎসবে ব্যাপ্তির জন্য জনসাধারণ ট্রান্সন উপাধি মান্তানী নীতিতে অওমা অমিনাহারা, সেক্টরের আর. শী. পরিচালক, প্রথম সেক্টরের পঞ্চান্তর প্রকাশিত একাডেমি, ব্রেডেল সেক্টরের পঞ্চান্তর প্রকাশিত একাডেমি, সেক্টরের শী. পত্রিকা, গুজরাট সেক্টরের মান্তানিত নরসিংহদাস আমেনার হয়। গুজরাত স্ত্রী সরকারি সঙ্গীতে সেক্টরের উদ্বোধন মান্তানিত নরসিংহদাস আমেনা, দীর্ঘামিতি প্রাপ্ত আইনিক ব্যক্তি বিপুল অমিনাহারা, সুখ উদ্বেষ্টকের হ'দে অন্নপূর্ণ প্রতিষ্ঠান, পীর রেশমা মান্তানীনের পঞ্চান্তর প্রকাশিত একাডেমি, অধ্যাপনায় আমেনার অধ্যায়নগুলো তথ্য প্রদানের জন্য পরিচালিত হয়।

আপনিই শী. নরসিংহদাস আমেনার জন্মদিনের বিশেষভাবে শুভেচ্ছা পাঠকদের ভক্তিভাবে আমার ভক্তি প্রকাশ করেন হপ্র. আপনি দীর্ঘামিতি সংগঠনের কৃতির নিয়ে পাঠকদের আমার ভক্তি প্রকাশ করেন।

শিক্ষার্থী নরসিংহদাস আমেনার জন্মদিন উদযাপন শী. নরসিংহদাস পূর্বরেখা নরসিংহদাস পূর্বরেখা নরসিংহদাস পূর্বরেখা নরসিংহদাস পূর্বরেখা।

শিক্ষা হয় শিক্ষা হয় শিক্ষা হয় শিক্ষা হয়।

শিক্ষা হয় শিক্ষা হয় শিক্ষা হয়।
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শিক্ষা হয় শিক্ষা হয় শিক্ষা হয়।

শিক্ষা হয় শিক্ষা হয় শিক্ষা হয়।
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শি. নরসিংহদাস আমেনার জন্মদিন তথ্যের উপর ভিত্তি করে নরসিংহদাস আমেনার জন্মদিন তথ্যের উপর ভিত্তি করে নরসিংহদাস আমেনার জন্মদিন তথ্যের উপর ভিত্তি করে নরসিংহদাস আমেনার জন্মদিন তথ্যের উপর ভিত্তি করে নরসিংহদাস আমেনার জন্মদিন তথ্যের উপর ভিত্তি করে নরসিংহদাস আমেনার জন্মদিন তথ্যের উপর ভিত্তি করে নরসিংহদাস আমেনার জন্মদিন তথ্যের উপর ভিত্তি করে নরসিংহদাস আমেনার জন্মদিন তথ্যের উপর ভিত্তি করে।

ফুলারি-২০১৫: অং-২
- ও. অন্নপূর্ণাপটেক, স্কুল উদ্বেষ্টক
તા. ૫ જૂન, ૨૦૧૫ના રોજ જનસહાયક દ્રષ્ટના પ્રમુખ શ્રી નરશ્રીમાથા અમિતના
પત્નીની જન્મદિવસની ઉજવણી અને 'દીરામિકી બિજાસા' સમાચિકતા નદીમોટનની પ્રષ્ણગતની તરફીરો

જનમદિવસની જે હજતા શ્રી નરશ્રીમાથા અમીતના

વસ્તાયાને સાંભળતું શ્્રોતાવૃદ્ધ

દીરામિકી બિજાસા પ્રથમ અંકનું વિમોજ

દીરામિકી બિજાસા પુલાવડી - ૨૦૧૪ [૫] HIRAMANI JIGYASA July - 2015

બીજાર માટલાં ફેણૂરે નામ છે. - સાથી રામશેખર
શ્રી નરાધી અમિત પ્રોસ્બ, જનસવાગદ દૂર્દેહ

યોગ અને પ્રાચીન ભારતીય પરિપત્ર દ્વારા મહિલા એક અમૂલ્ય બિચ છે. તેમાં માતૃ અને શ્રીમતી, વિશેષ અને દ્રિયા પણ રહેલી અંતરા, સમુદ્રા અને પ્રકૃતિ માંથી સંજોહિતા સંપનના અને આશ્રયમ અને કદ્દાયનો સમર્થ મહિદ્ધિસ્વાર છે. યોગ અને ક્રિયા પાંશુ પ્રકૃતિમાં રહેલી અંદ્રપદતા શોધી છે. શ્રીમતી જ્યાં શ્રીમતીઓ કેલાટ કરી રહી તથા વેલાના જ્યુસ્ત કરી રહી તે આપણે આશ્રયમાં પરિવર્તનગત સામાની કઠાવા મદદ કરી શકે છે.

તા. ૨૩ અગ્સ્ટ, ૨૦૧૪ના રોજ સંયુક્ત રાષ્ટ્ર સ્વાસ્થ્ય દિવસની સમાધાન સમેતા પણ એ પાંચ શ્રીમતી જ્યાંથી ભરાયા માટે વાંચાય કરવા યોગ અને સ્વાસ્થ્ય સહાય ની કાર્યક્રમમાં શ્રીમતીઓને 'અંશ્રુદાર્શી યોગ ટ્રીબુટ' અને પ્રાચીન માર્ગ મદદ કરી. યોગ અને સ્વસ્થ દુભાઈ કરવા યોગ અને સ્વાસ્થ્ય પ્રદાન કરવા અને પ્રાચીન માર્ગ મદદ કરી. તે વિશ્વસાતિ અને શ્રીમતીઓ અને સ્વાસ્થ્ય દુભાઈ કરવા યોગ અને સ્વાસ્થ્ય પ્રદાન કરવા અને પ્રાચીન માર્ગ મદદ કરી.

યોગ અને અંશ્રુદાર્શી વિશેના પાંચ શ્રીમતી જ્યાંથી ભરાયા માટે વાંચાય કરવા યોગ અને સ્વાસ્થ્ય પ્રદાન કરવા અને પ્રાચીન માર્ગ મદદ કરી. યોગ અને સ્વસ્થ દુભાઈ કરવા યોગ અને સ્વાસ્થ્ય પ્રદાન કરવા અને પ્રાચીન માર્ગ મદદ કરી. 

શ્રીમતીઓ જ્યાં શ્રીમતીઓ કેલાટ કરી રહી તથા વેલાના જ્યુસ્ત કરી રહી તે આપણે આશ્રયમાં પરિવર્તનગત સામાની કઠાવા મદદ કરી શકે છે. 

હિરમાનજી એની સજાવતા પુલ્સ - 2015 
HIRAMANI JIGYASA July - 2015 
સાચા દશક વખત્તુની કોશી કરી શકે છે, ખુદ સાચીનતા કોશી લખી કરી શકાયું.
માનવશરીરનું આવાનાં

- માનવનું મોટું આંતરું 3 કુદું અને નાંખું આંતરું 21 કુદું લાંખું લોય છે. નાંખું આંતરું પાલતુ સોપાણી વાળું લોય છતાં 'નાંખું' કહેવામાં આવે છે.
- માનવના માણસનો એક વાળું અંદોલ મઘટ લોય છે કે તેમાં પ્રથમ રીતે ચાલાવી શકાય છે.
- આંતરું અંદોલ ગણામાં સહેલા સચેત શું તેમાંથી હાસિલ થામ છે. પરંતુ તેમાં નામામાં હાલવા માટે ગણા અને મોટા 32 સાધુયોનો ઉપયોગ થાય છે.
- પ્રસાદ પાણી દેશાને વધુ ઉપયોગમાં આવ્યું છે.
- સમગ્ર શરીરનું સમાપવાન જાળવવાનું સુધી કેટે કામની અંતરણના માણસમાં આવેલ છ કેમ 'ફાલેસિસમન નાણી' કહેવામાં આવે છે.
- શરીરના 10 અંદાબજ આંતરું પર રાજુ રાખવા કરોડીરૂપ માટ બે કુદું લાંખું લોય છ અને માણ આંતરણની જેટી જ જાળી લોય છે.

એકલાભના આપેશન
1. ડિપ્ટેક્શન - તેમાં એકલાભની ઉપરણું પણ અને તેમાં સૌહાર પણ કાઢી નામનેબાની આપે છે.
2. બોમ્બસ્ટ્રી - જેમાં એકલાભનો જેટી વાળું લોય ગણી કોઇ તેટો વાળ કાઢી નામનેબાની આપે છે.
3. ન્યુમોનેક્ટ્રિ - જેક બાળવું આપી કેકું લાંખું લોય તો એપેશન કરીને આપી એકલાભ કાઢી નામનેબાની આપે છે.

- જેક કેકું કાઢી નામની પાઠી પણ માણસ એક એપેશન પર સહી રીતે જોવા મળી રહે છે.

- આપણા સરીરમાં સોંધી નાંખું કાઢું કાઢીને આપેવું છે. કાળા મધ્યમ હળમાં આવેલું પણ કે જાળવવા માટે એક દિવસના 19માં વાસ્તુ છે.
- માણસના શરીરની સોંધી બાળી લોય 'મોટર નવનાયન' છે. તે કટોકટુકું પણ જળા અદ્ભુત રીતે હલમાં છે.
- તારાસુ વૃદ્ધ ઉમરના માણસના જેટી સાધુયો દેવા પ્રથમ રીતે હલમાં રહે છે.
- બાદ પ્રથમ વાળું માણસ ગણ અને કાન મોટી થામ છે. પરંતુ માણસનો કાડું વધુ નથી.
- સરીરોને કાર સેલ્ફેટ્ર હોય કોઇ સક્રાલ્કાણો તેમાં થામ છે અને નાખ પામે છે.
- સરીરોમાં 60 સાહુયો લોય છે. લોયો માણસના સરીરનું કાઢું વધુ રહે છે.
- શરીરમાં જેમાં જ કોઇ ધીમુ છે કે જેનો ખોટ છે તો શરીર સાથે વ્યાજ કરી લેતે છે અને ટકમેલા પુલી છે.
- શરીરમાં વીજળ અંગોના કરતી દુષ્કૃતિ સફૂં વપરાય લાગુ પણ છે અને દેખાગે કી માંગતા જ સતત લોકી મળું રહે છે.

- સામાન્ય રીતે માલાશ ૨૪ કાલામાં ૪૦૦૦ શાકો દોડી કરે છે.
- જયારે આપણે લોકોને લેખ તથા નીદાનના શ્રેષ્ઠ સાહિતીની હજી કાલામાં ૧૦૦ માલાશની વસ્તુઓ છે.
- માલાશીની સામાજિક રીત અંગેના (અસંભવ) ખંડો આવેલા છે.
- પ્રથમ શરીર કાર્ય, ચિકલોના, અંજિલણ, પ્યાળાપ્યાળ, કેસરસર, કેશિયમ અને વરોદાનું અંગે છે.

વૈજ્ઞાનિકી અપનાવી હુલિયા

- શ્રી બોહેસ મહેદુત, શિલક

અંગલી ગેલીને "Dialogue on the two chief world systems" પુસ્તક હાલ ક્ષત્રીય શું કલું કરી રહી છે. શું દુયાર્દી કલું શું કરી રહી છે?

ગેલીને એક વિશેષ વિસ્તરતા દરેક શું કલું કરી રહી છે. શું દુયાર્દી કલું શું કરી રહી છે?

તેમની માટે શપદોને લાગે આપણે પણ તે વિશ્વશાસ્ત્રી હુલિયામાં આવી નામે જાત કરવા ગયા છે.
घोषणा १२ – विज्ञान प्रवाहमां गुरुरात्मां द्वितीय अंक
आवेदन विद्यार्थिनां संस्थानाते

हुन्नी–२०१५ : अंक-२

द. स. २००५-२००६ मध्ये दीर्घकालीन शासनांपैकी पोस्ट-स्नातक प्रवेश आयोजित करणे, मारुन साथी-साथी घोषणा-पुस्तक सुदृढ़ मान्यता आहे. वर्तने सातत्याच्या शासनांसोबत अभिधेय गरावले जेणेकरून शासनांची विषमतेत जास्त जागती आहे. वर्तनी पोस्ट-स्नातक परायनासाठी घरात घेतलेल्या विविध संस्थांमध्ये नुकसाने दिलेल्या आहे. शिक्षण प्रविधिक सरकारीतमार्ग देखील आहे. शासनांनी परिवर्तनात निर्देश दिल असल्यास त्यांची स्थिती मिळाली नाही. शिक्षण प्रविधिक सरकारीतमार्ग देखील आहे. शासनांनी परिवर्तनात निर्देश दिल असल्यास त्यांची स्थिती मिळाली नाही. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो. नवीन जागतिक स्थितीत आम्ही उपलब्ध नाही आहो.
পদেলুড় বন্ধন মাতপিতানে

শ্রী ভগবত অমিত্র
শ্রী জেনি, শ্রীমান হোস্টেল

ব্যাসার্থে সংক্ষিপ্তভাবে সংবিধান ব্যাখার নামান্তরানে আপনারা আরো জানুন। পোস্টারের শাখায় যে মাতাপিতানে মানন্তরানী অনেক কৃষ্ণের জন্য তারা করে ছিল। আপনারা বাংলায় আই সংরক্ষণ শালিতে তার মাথে মেজর আর্কান্ত মূল্য প্রচুর হয়ে ছিল —

"পদেলুড় বন্ধন মাতপিতানে,
শ্রীভূত বন্ধন গুণপাতনানে,
শ্রীশং নর প্রামুখ রসনানে।"

আপনি অবে সে কথাটি শুনে, নামী, ভুল করে সেই বিষয়ে অনুমিত করতে পারবেন মাতা-পিতানের সাধারণ যথাযথ মুখ্যাতি আমার কথা।

যেমন-অনেকাংশে মাতা নেপাল ভূপে পাওয়া গর্ভাষী আপনাদের উত্তম পুষ্প দিন শুভকামনা দেয়, অনেকে জীবনের মহান তাঁদের পুরোটা জীবনের জন্য নিচ্ছে না, তাহে তাকে তা তা তার শিক্ষা কেমন হ্যাঁ! কোনো মাতা তার মাতা সাহসী খাবার অনেক অন্যান্য আহারে হয় এবং তার কিছু জীবন বিকাস, আয়তন, আয়তনের নামান্তরানী তথায় গুরুত্বপূর্ণ পুরোর কথায় মোহন করে তার পূর্বে যথাযথ করায় হয়।

আর আবে আপনাদের মাতা-পিতার কথা অনেকের কথায় যথান্তরটি আপনাদের কথায়, হয় হয়।

মাতা-পিতারা তার মাতা-পিতার সাধারণ উপর রেখাটি ছিল। আমাদের সাদাদের রঙ্গ করে যাদের তেমন উপর্যুপন পাওয়ার নিজের হয়। বাংলা রঙ্গ করে যাদের তেমন উপর্যুপন পাওয়ার নিজের হয়। যাদের তেমন উপর্যুপন পাওয়ার নিজের হয়। যাদের তেমন উপর্যুপন পাওয়ার নিজের হয়।

শ্রীমান শ্রীমান শ্রীমান শ্রীমান শ্রীমান।

দীর্ঘায়ণি বিজ্ঞানী জুলাই - ২০১৫ [১০] HIRAMANI JIGYASA July - 2015
লোকজ্যোতিতম আমন্ত্রন পিতা আছে যে অনেকের পরামর্শ কর্তা তাঁর ছিল।
पायवस्तन कैसे रीते भव्यती शान्ति?
- पायवस्तन अत्यन्त महत्वपूर्ण है। इसका कारण यह है कि यह शान्ति तथा विश्वास के लिए अत्य वरन्त करती है।
- पायवस्तन के लिए कुछ योग्य उपाय:
  1. पायवस्तन की प्रारंभिक चर्चा करें।
  2. पायवस्तन अभ्यास करें।
  3. पायवस्तन संतुलन अद्यावधि परिवर्तन उपकरण विवेचना।
  4. आत्मनियता के माध्यम से पायवस्तन विश्वास करें।

ग्रीसेगिता विज्ञाना पुस्तक - 2015
HIRAMANI JIGYASA July - 2015
विषय कामेलू लेखी है - साहाय य
We must act now before it's too late. Urgently, we need to protect our planet. The time is now.
(1) સમાંતરાંકું સત્તમતોનો એક પુસ્તક કાટાબુંદી લાગી તો તે ................. હોય?
   (A) મોરસ (B) સમાંતરાંકું 
   (C) વિસ્તૃત સત્તા (D) એક (B) અને (B) જા એ.

(2) ગળિચારી પાદયાંત્ર કોના શિશુ લાગતા?
   (A) પુત્રક (B) બેલ્લે (C) ભાસકરાયા (D) ધિખાઈ

(3) મૂદીયાના આંદોલનમાં કુલ કેટલા અંશ (કારકી) લોખ્ખો છે?
   (A) 8 (B) 10 (C) 14 (D) 24

(4) મૂદીયાના એક કાનના કાઢકણી સમ્યા કેટલી લોખ્ખો છે?
   (A) 6 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 6

(5) મૂદીયાના નામ આંદોલનના વંશાવિ કેટલી લોખ્ખો છે?
   (A) 6 મીટર (B) 10 મીટર (C) 7 મીટર (D) 3 મીટર

(6) Ostrich is .................... ugly bird.
   (A) a (B) an (C) the (D) are

(7) Which of the following is not the meaning of the word ‘image’?
   (A) photocopy (B) statue (C) shadow (D) picture

(8) નીચેનામાંથી કોને સાહિત્ય બેને નોસાલ પાટિશ્ચિક મળેલ છે?
   (A) ફિડિયંગ અંગોપાય (B) રીતીરીતા અંગોપાય
   (C) (A) અને (B) અને (D) એક પણ પણ

(9) દેશાવાર્ય અંદોલને કોને વિશેત કામગીરી ભલા આવાણી આવે છે?
   (A) જે તે સમાંતરાંકું કોને (B) જે તે રસતાં કોને (C) કોઈપણ શિશુ શિખાવારે (D) સામાન્ય નેતૃત્વ ભલા

(10) પેટેટોની આં પાંશી વચે ઓખડવાતા લાગે, કારણ કે...?
   (A) પાંશીયામાં આવીને ફૂલો પછી હાસના ભાડી કરે છા.
   (B) પેટેટોનું ઉખાસનાંનું પાલી કરતા વેરું કોટ્સા કોટ્સા.
   (C) રાજય તપાસના કારો પાંશી આં કરે તે પાંશીયા પણ રોજ કરે છા.
   (D) પેટેટોનું ઉખાસનું પાલી કરતા આં નીખાવવી ચાલી છા.

(11) 100 કુંપિયાની વચેલી નીમ પર કોની સારી લોખ્ખો છે?
   (A) પ્રયોગપદ (B) ઉપસાધતિ (C) પકાસભયાંના સફેદ (D) રાજકીય બનાયા જાવરે

(12) ‘અસાધ્ય’ અંદરણ કેદું કુલ?
   (A) કૃમણ (B) ત્રણ (C) ઉદખ (D) જેટી જેકો

(13) કબો શક બીજા શકો કરતા શીખી શિખવામાં કરે છે?
   (A) મેંગા (B) થુક (C) થુક (D) શિખ

(14) સરકાર વધારાના પેલેના રલનાનું નામ આવતો?
   (A) અલમાખા (B) ભોલેસાલ ભો (C) ભારતીય (D) કેસલ
(15) Gujarat's first army was raised in which year?
   (A) 1 July 1840
   (B) 1 July 1848
   (C) 1 July 1854
   (D) 1 July 1840

(16) The first war in the history of Gujarat was fought in which year?
   (A) 1840
   (B) 1845
   (C) 1850
   (D) 1848

(17) What was the first war in the history of Gujarat?
   (A) Vaghela
   (B) Dormer
   (C) Salabat Khan
   (D) Member

(18) The first war in the history of Gujarat was fought in which year?
   (A) 1840
   (B) 1845
   (C) 1850
   (D) 1848

(19) The first war in the history of Gujarat was fought in which year?
   (A) 1840
   (B) 1845
   (C) 1850
   (D) 1848

(20) The first war in the history of Gujarat was fought in which year?
   (A) 1840
   (B) 1845
   (C) 1850
   (D) 1848

(21) The first war in the history of Gujarat was fought in which year?
   (A) 1840
   (B) 1845
   (C) 1850
   (D) 1848

(22) Which war of the first war in the history of Gujarat was fought?
   (A) Vaghela
   (B) Dormer
   (C) Salabat Khan
   (D) Member

(23) Which war of the first war in the history of Gujarat was fought?
   (A) Vaghela
   (B) Dormer
   (C) Salabat Khan
   (D) Member

(24) Which war of the first war in the history of Gujarat was fought?
   (A) Vaghela
   (B) Dormer
   (C) Salabat Khan
   (D) Member

(25) Which war of the first war in the history of Gujarat was fought?
   (A) Vaghela
   (B) Dormer
   (C) Salabat Khan
   (D) Member

(26) Which war of the first war in the history of Gujarat was fought?
   (A) Vaghela
   (B) Dormer
   (C) Salabat Khan
   (D) Member

(27) Which war of the first war in the history of Gujarat was fought?
   (A) Vaghela
   (B) Dormer
   (C) Salabat Khan
   (D) Member

(28) Which war of the first war in the history of Gujarat was fought?
   (A) Vaghela
   (B) Dormer
   (C) Salabat Khan
   (D) Member

(29) Which war of the first war in the history of Gujarat was fought?
   (A) Vaghela
   (B) Dormer
   (C) Salabat Khan
   (D) Member

(30) Which war of the first war in the history of Gujarat was fought?
   (A) Vaghela
   (B) Dormer
   (C) Salabat Khan
   (D) Member


Bharatiya Vidyapeeth Deemed University, New Delhi
સામાજયુધાર જ્ઞાતિવિર સંત ક્રીય

અલોક કામ્પીની બીજી શૈક્ષણિક પ્રવૃત્તિ પર પણ હતી, અદેશા માટે આપણા સમય વહસેલ તેમ પસંદ થયેલા વિષયને વપરાય છે. અને માટે જરૂરી છે કે આપણે માન્યતાથી ધ્યાન ધારી રાખીએ. અને માટે પ્રમાણ જરૂર છે, પ્રેમ પસંદ ન થોડી હોય.

સાબિત કરવા માટે જરૂરી છે કે આપણે માન્યતા પ્રાપ્ત કરીએ. અને માટે જરૂરી છે કે આપણે માન્યતા પ્રાપ્ત કરીએ. અને માટે જરૂરી છે કે આપણે માન્યતા પ્રાપ્ત કરીએ. અને માટે જરૂરી છે કે આપણે માન્યતા પ્રાપ્ત કરીએ. અને માટે જરૂરી છે કે આપણે માન્યતા પ્રાપ્ત કરીએ. અને માટે જરૂરી છે કે આપણે માન્યતા પ્રાપ્ત કરીએ.
हस्तकृत्ती योद्धा

हस्तकृत्ती योद्धांची ‘मेरी’नो विशेषांक महिमांच्या गोष्टी आहे. तिच्या ‘हस्तकृत्ती’ मात्र केल्यानंतर केंद्रांना आपण भेल घेत गेल्या आहेत व आपण भेल घेत गेल्यासाठी त्यांना अद्वितीयता दिली आहे. तिच्या कृतींसाठी तिने आपल्यांना घडाव, धडाव, अस्वीकार केली आहे. ह्याच्या कृतींमुळे त्यांना समाजातील विविध व्यक्तीसंख्या आपल्यासाठी मदत करत. तिच्या कृतींमुळे त्यांना समाजातील विविध व्यक्तीसंख्या आपल्यासाठी मदत करत. तिच्या कृतींमुळे त्यांना समाजातील विविध व्यक्तीसंख्या आपल्यासाठी मदत करत. तिच्या कृतींमुळे त्यांना समाजातील विविध व्यक्तीसंख्या आपल्यासाठी मदत करत.
DIGITAL ENGINEERING PROJECTS PVT. LTD.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS & CONTRACTORS

CPWD – CLASS I / GUJ. STATE PWD CLASS A ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

*UNDERTAKING TURN KEY PROJECTS & CONSULTANCY*
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TELEFAX: 079-25431002
WEBSITE: www.digitalelectricalengineers.com
Email Id: deppl97@rediffmail.com

ALWAYS READY TO SERVE YOU BETTER
AMIRAJ
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

ISO 9001:2008 Certified
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FREE LAPTOP FOR MQ STUDENTS

FREE TABLET FOR ACPC STUDENTS

BUS SERVICE @ 917/- per MONTH

100% PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE

EDUCATIONAL LOAN ASSISTANCE

CAMPUSS ADDRESS
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Virochannagar Bus Stand,
Sarkhej - Viramgam Highway,
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OFFICE ADDRESS
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CONTACT NO : 922 800 2526 / 909 900 4714 / 909 9004759
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Web : www.amirajcollege.in
CONTACT FOR INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS & GREASES

VEER LUBRICANTS

SOLA ROAD, AHMEDABAD-13.

CONTACT : (M) 9909005757, 9825006197 OFFICE : 27470197, 27451451 FAX : 27419840

Email : hpoli@veergroup.com  web site : www.veergroup.com
To Become A Perfect Man

- Mr. Victor K. Christian
(Teacher)

- You should remain calm and composed when all others around you are agitated and are blaming you for something gone wrong.
- You should trust your abilities when all others have no faith in them, but you should also give a thought to what others say about you.
- You should have patience and should never be tired of waiting.
- When others hate you, you should not hate them in turn.
- You should be humble and never assume to be too good, or talk in a manner that shows that you consider yourself wiser than others.
- You should be able to have a vision and make plans for the future but you should not let your plans and imagination alone dominate your mind.
- You must be able to think but you should not confine yourself to contemplation. It must be followed by action. You must be able to turn your dreams into reality.
- Sometimes wicked people will disport your words to disturb you, but you should be prepared for such situations. You should not be disturbed by such incidents.
- If you risk all your gains on one chance and loses all, you should be able to face the loss calmly.
- Even when you lose all your strength and energy, you should not give up. You should have the will power to keep struggling to win.
- You may be able to live with common people, but, you should not lose your noble qualities of character.
- In high society you should not become arrogant as to lose sympathy for the common people.
- You should remain unaffected by the actions of your enemies as well as your loving friends.
- All people should be equally important for you but they should not take you for granted or you should give them undue importance.
- You should make gainful use of every moment, without wasting a second.
- If you are able to do all that, I have written above, you will gain whatever you desire. Moreover you will be a perfect person.

THE TRAGEDY

- Saberfateema Dhukka (Std. 8-C)

Come, come, sit with me–
Let me tell you of an awful tragedy.

Our prophet cries because of this bloody history–
Shall we not brother and just sit idly?

Whether we are shiya or sunni,
Let me ask you,
is it wrong to love the prophet’s family?

Say: “I’m a Muslim, I dislike disunity.”
Say the truth,
tell everyone about the bloody history.
Art Of Giving

JULY 2015

Mrs. Sheena Binoy
(Primary Teacher)

In today's competitive and technological world we are all running around to achieve something. But do we get that 'something'? The adults are running to earn more, the young are striving to get good marks and to make up their career and become adults! Yet there is no stop. Our desire to get more and more keep us moving ahead in the crowd. Here, we need to stop and think where are we heading to... what are we going to achieve in the end of this run. There is no doubt a good living, good education and a need to acquire a secured future is necessary, but along with that we need to balance our mental health too.

How do we do that... one act that could help us achieve peace is the 'Art of giving', giving what! The word 'giving' brings to our mind 'poor', the poor people around us who are not as lucky as we are. That is why especially in our country we find people giving alms to the poor on big occasions like their Birthdays or religious festivals as it fills one with abundant positive energy.

But is the ‘Art of giving’ restricted to just giving alms to the poor and needy. No... there is more to it. The following would throw some light to the way we think about 'giving'.

1) Give yourself
   Give a little bit of your time to visit someone who is sick, a relative or a school friend. Also, give some time to your grand-parents, to talk to them for a while. You could also just casually give a call and talk too.

2) Give a gift of laughter
   Laughter is the best medicine so whenever you can make the environment lighter, do share a joke or a relevant interesting incident. And above all, stop complaining.

3) Give affection
   Offer a hug, a pat on the back, a touch on the arm or a tender look especially to younger ones. We never lose the need for affection and acceptance.

4) Give encouragement
   Everyone needs to be appreciated and praised. Often when one is low on spirits, giving a support by just talking to that person, that could boost up the energy level. Your peers who could not score well can be boosted up by your encouraging words!

5) Give without counting how much
   We always try to help or assist those whom we can get some help from... but try helping people who are poor and needy. After helping someone do not brag about what you have done.

6) Give forgiveness
   Everyone needs to grow and be successful in life. On this path often some many people hurt others' feelings. Most important is to 'give forgiveness' to those who hurt you. The more you carry hatred in within you, the more it would hurt you. So learn how to 'give of forgiveness'.

Ultimally 'The Art of giving' is actually a science to keep ourselves in good health, humour and make us confident. So, learn the 'Art of giving' and remain happy and blessed for the life we are given.
Education and Character-building

Student life is the Golden period of everyone's life. The qualities needed for making the path of life easy are best learnt in student age only.

The word ‘Education’ is derived from the Latin words ‘Educare’ and ‘Educare’. ‘Educare’ means to train, to bring up, to nourish; ‘Educare’ means to lead out. Thus education is a process of development.

The character of a nation depends upon the character of its citizens and today's students are the future citizens of the country. Therefore it is of utmost importance to develop some inner discipline and strength of character among the youth to build a strong nation.

Today it is noticed that most of the educational institutions lack the needed discipline. ‘Morality is universally acknowledged as the highest aim of humanity and consequently of education.’ Thus true education aims at character building.

Students must imbibe the qualities of ‘Right living and right thinking’. In school, the heads of the school and the teachers must create a favourable atmosphere for the students to build inner discipline and strong character. Teachers must play healthy influence on these young minds by setting a live example and mould them in the right way.

A strong character does not necessarily belong only to famous people. Often it is seen that noble and great qualities can be found amongst ordinary people also.

A sincere student who works honestly and with perseverance is also a person of strong character. To be honest, sincere, determined requires courage. Numerous incidents from the lives of great saints, social reformers, national leaders show us the path of life. Values like truth, honesty, courage give us spiritual strength.

Good habits learnt at tender age will make the path of life easy. Knowledge and education are not only for earning money. They teach us how to lead a good, meaningful, noble and satisfying life. Education frames our mind, moulds our thoughts and makes our character.

Here is an extract from the letter written by Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United States of America to the Headmaster of a school in which his son was studying.

‘In school, teach him it is far more honourable to fail than to cheat. Teach him to have faith in his own ideas, even if everyone tells him they are wrong. Teach him to be gentle with gentle people and tough with tough. Try to give my son the strength not to follow the crowd when everyone is getting on the band wagon. Teach him to listen to all men. But teach him also to filter all he hears on a screen of truth, and take only the good that comes through.’

Today’s teachers and students must read this letter as they can learn a lot from this letter. This will make the path of life easy and bring real happiness, success and glory. That is the universal aim of education.

RIDDLES

Mrs. Ishika Motiani

What kind of tree can you carry in your hand?

Ans. Palm
Who Am I?

A farmer found an egg in the woods, unaware that it was an eagle’s egg, he placed it under a brooding hen. Few days later, along with the young chickens the eaglet hatched. The hair among the blonde chicks made him distinct. However as time passed, it adopted the characteristics of the chicken and was accepted into the flock, except the occasional screeches.

Few days later it sparkled on the eaglet that few of his senior friends were missing and they never returned. Though he did not understand. He often heard painful death cries behind the farmers house. It sank his heart in agony and fear, wanting to run away. But around him was the big fence. He had tried several times to jump over it but all in vain.

One fine day the eaglet saw a beautiful bird swooping down and sitting over the fence. On its arrival, the farm turned chaotic but he sensed a strange feeling in his heart. So he stepped forward and kept staring as the bird had similar streaks like his. Then suddenly the bird began to screech and flap its wings, blowing a fresh rush of courage and inspiration towards the eaglet’s chest. Like a father inspiring his son. As the father eagle continued to flap his wings, the eaglet’s feet started to take-off the ground. He suddenly felt a gush in his wings, for the first time in his life. So he too started to flap with joy, gradually it lifted him a few inches above the ground. The sheer joy of being in the air and the purpose of the wings, made it evident why he was so different. He gradually flapped and flew over the fence, soaring up and high.

Are you being treated like the chicken or have you accepted the identity that others have put on you...? Do you struggle and strive helplessly to fit in...? Scriptures tell us, we are God’s unique creation... made to do unique work. We have not come to this earth accidentally nor we are the product of our past. We are the handiwork of a great, omniscient, omnipotent and omnipresent creator, designed and built for a purpose to live a life that would glorify His name.

Stop looking down, your mistakes do not define you nor do your failures. Pray to Almighty, the one who made this beautiful and wonderful world, stunning galaxies and amazing stars. Listen to the voice of the God (Who is the Generator, Operator and Destroyer) speaking in your heart. He loves you and has plans for you. He has the power to give you hope and rebuild your life. He says... ‘Look up, You’re born-to-fly’.

A MOTHER’S LOVE

Shairvi Patel (Std. 8-C)

A mother love than,
with more love than.

What was ever told,
the world in gold.

Stronger than Atlas
and all his power.

More tender than a
precious flower.

It can’t be defined it can
only be feeleed.

This is true love
Mother love.
Midnight View of Sky!

Astronomy is an outdoor nature hobby. Go out into the night and learn the starry names and patterns overhead. Even if we live in densely populated city like Ahmedabad, there’s more to see up there than you might imagine. The ability to look up and say, “There’s Jupiter... Ohh... thats Saturn... its Orion...” will provide pleasure, and perhaps a sense of place in the Universe, for the rest of your life. For anyone completely new to astronomy, the first step is to become familiar with the night sky, how it changes through night and season by season, month by month.

★ Whats above this month of July?
Look to the western sky less than an hour after sunset, that stunning shining jewel is Venus. And right side to Venus other shining star seen is Jupiter. Wow! Two planets together. They are accompanied by the star called ‘Regulus’ creating different triangles each night.

On July 12 the star near to moon is Aldebaran
July 14 Venus and Regulus in West
July 15 New moon
July 18 Moon with Jupiter and Venus
July 23 First quarter moon
July 26 Moon with Saturn
July 28 Meteor Shower at midnight
(Delta-Aquariad Meteor Shower)
July 31 Full Moon

★ Delta Aquarid Meteor Shower
Want a wish from a falling star...? This month make a list of wish because not one but atleast 20 sightings per hour on July, 28th in midnight and early morning of 29th. This is a ‘Delta Aquarids Meteor Shower’. This meteor shower is the remnant of two different comets, Marsden and Kracht, but the light from the full moon on 31st will wash out all brightest meteors. It will be visible in the constellation Aquarius.

★ Topic of the Month
(Moon landing 20 July,1969)
Apollo 11 moon landing 46th Anniversary. “One small step for Man, one giant leap for Mankind”. Neil Armstrong, Buss Aldrin and the third astronaut Michael Collins from which Armstrong and Aldrin were the first astronauts and a man to successfully land the Lunar module ‘Eagle’ on the moon in 1969. Collins orbited in the command and service module ‘Columbia’. The mission duration was 8 days, 3 hours, 18 minutes, 35 seconds. Armstrong spent two and half hours outside the spacecraft, Aldrin spent less time. They collected 21.5 Kg of lunar material for Earth.

Well I hope the data and information given will open the doors for you in an Astronomical world and now just by gazing stars above, you become amateur astronomer. See you next month with more data and information.

RIDDLES
— Mrs. Ishika Motiani
What can you catch but not throw?
Ans. Cold
What jumps higher than a building?
Ans. Everything, building don’t jump.
Kaleidoscope of Achievements of Hiramani Students

JULY 2015

Our budding talents are adding grace to the prestige of our school. Sarva Trivedi added one more feather to Hiramani's cap! He is the best tabla player, can play Tabla for 1 Hr 18 min. constantly; has created a world record in Guinness Book and Limca Book of world records. He played Tabla at River-front in presence of President of China, Mr. Xing Ping and our PM, Hon'ble Narendra Modi Sir and secured the 1st Position in Gujarat Sangeet Academy and Gateway Techno Labs.

Pathik Mamiyar of XII-class is the youngest Piano, Violin and electric Keyboard player with experience of more than 80 different pianos.

At the same time in Drawing & Art – Khyati Rajpura and Kushang from 11th, Janil Patel 9th, Suberafatma S. Dhukka 10th and Mansi Thakar from 11th participated in all India Navneet Drawing Competition and secured 1st position, for the same.

Sports : Dormant seed of sound physique is nurtured here. It is proved by our students that healthy mind settles in healthy body. Ronak Singh Sisodiya played at National level Wushu Championship U-17. Varun Makwana, Wushu, U-17, National Level and Mihir Chaudhary, U-14, Wushu National level. Joshi Arsh bagged the 1st position in the state level swimming competition U-19 and 3rd in 50 m butterfly back-stroke. Shah Zeel, Patel Hardi and Patel Nishtha played at National level, Wushu, U-17 and U-14 category and proved they are the incarnation of Goddess Shakti!

Hiramani School has earned pride by winning the championship in the tournaments of Under-14, Under-16 and Under-19, held by Central Board of Cricket, Ahmedabad (CBC) organized by Gujarat Cricket Association. Hiramani School has won 18 out of 20 tournaments, organized by the Central Board of Cricket (CBC) during 2014-15.

The performance of Asav Panchal, Kshitij Patel and Harshil Shah was remarkable in U-16.

The former cricketer of the school Harshal Patel plays in the renowned tournament of IPL of Bangalore. Smit Patel and Priyank Panchal are playing in Gujarat Ranji from Gujarat Cricket Association. The former players of the school Harshal Patel and Avi Barot are also playing in the Hariyana Cricket Association as Ranji Trophy players.

The former player of the school Smit Patel has contributed remarkably in making India the World Champion in Under-19 tournament by playing as a batsman. Hiramani school has felicitated Smit Patel by giving him the cash prize of 5 Lacs.

The school has progressed by leaps and bounds in the field of Cricket under the valuable guidance of the President Shri Narhari Amin.

RIDDLES

- Mrs. Ishika Motiani

What is greater than God, more evil than the devil, the poor have it, the rich need it and if you eat it, you will die.

Ans. Nothing
One day, the father of a very wealthy family took his son on a trip to the country with the express purpose of showing him how poor people live. They spent a couple of days and nights on the farm of what would be considered a very poor family. On their return from their trip, the father asked his son, “How was the trip?” It was great, Dad.” “Did you see how poor people live?” the father asked. “Oh yeah.” said the son. “So, tell me, what did you learn from the trip?” asked the father.

The son answered: “I saw that we have one dog and they had four. We have a pool that reaches to the middle of our garden and they have a creek that has no end.

We have imported lanterns in our garden and they have the stars at night. Our patio reaches the front yard and they have the whole horizon. We have a small piece of land to live on and they have fields that go beyond our sight.

We have servants who serve us, but they serve others. We buy our food, but they grow theirs. We have walls around our property to protect us, they have friends to protect them.”

The boy’s father was speechless. Then his son added. “Thanks Dad, for showing me how poor we are!”

Isn’t perspective a wonderful thing? It makes you wonder what would happen if we all gave thanks for everything we have, Instead of worrying about what we don’t have. Appreciate every single thing you have, especially your friends. Pass this on to friends and help them refresh their perspective and appreciation.

LIFE IS TOO SHORT AND FRIENDS ARE TOO FEW.
Amazing and Interesting Facts

(1) In Turkmenistan in 1919, a train was powered by almost 9000 tonnes of dried fish.

(2) The cuddly animal Koala bear, as it is often called, is not a bear at all, it is a Marsupial! It sleeps for up to 18 hours daily.

(3) Newton served as a member of the parliament of England for one year. During all the lengthy proceedings, he spoke only once: he asked the person next to him to close an open window.

(4) The name ‘Adidas’ comes from the name of its founder Adolf (Adi) Dassler (Das).

(5) Every year since 2000, the world championship in mobile phone throwing has been held in Finland. The current world record was set in 2002 when the winning contestant threw his Nokia 5110 phone a distance of 66.72M.

(6) George Bernard Shaw, is the only person to win both a Nobel Prize and an Oscar.

(7) \[ 111,111,111 \times 111,111,111 = 12345678987654321 \]

(8) The search engine Google got its name from the word ‘googol’ which refers to the Number, one with a hundred zeros after it!

(9) Tug of war had been an Olympic event from 1900-1920.

(10) The world’s highest cricket ground is in Chail, Himachal Pradesh. Built in 1893 after levelling a hilltop, this cricket pitch is 2444 metres above sea level.

(11) India has the largest number of Post Offices in the world.

(12) The Indian Railways is the largest employer in the world. It employs over a million people.

(13) Brothers, 99% of Indian do not know this fact. The full form of India:

Independent Nation Declared In August

This name was given by Britshers. When India became independent. All know the names ‘Bharat’ and ‘Hindustan’ but nobody remembers the original name of India.

FASHION FEVER

The world is gripped by a fashion fever today. Human beings made clothes thousand years ago to protect their bodies from dust, heat, cold, wind and rain. However, today clothes have gone beyond the functions of protections and become an expression of our personality. People have started wearing clothes for style, fashion. It does not end only with clothes. People wear different kinds of shoes, bangles, earrings, rings and other accessories to match their style. Some people change their hair color, Mobile, phone and vehicles according to the latest fashion. Everybody wants to look attractive. This is normal but spending a lot of money wasting time in keeping up with the latest fashion is wrong. Fashion always keeps changing. Mental health is actually important and can be maintained by yoga, meditation and good amount of social interaction with friends and family. A person who is physically and mentally healthy can freely enjoy life.

So friends, I wish that you all will not follow fashion blindly.

– Saberafatema Dhukka (Std. 9-C)
Mind, Soul and Brain


The above statements are both amusing and true, at least in one sense: mind and matter are two components of reality, they are not reducible to one. This fact is of relevance to both science and spirituality, increasingly so as the boundaries of one begin to merge into the other.

Well, from the various kinds of researches carried out by the quantum physicists, it has been proved that soul is nothing but a religious word tossed for the power of energies radiated by the mind in the form of feelings and thoughts. Mind, on the other hand is a thing without matter like our feelings. Mind is a term equipped by the terms like sixth sense, thoughts effect of outer radiations and energies, inner illusions, strong faith, etc.

In short, the brain is the main centre of all processes including mind and soul. Soul – the word was given by our religions to give man the satisfaction that there’s something within us so strong and equipped with energies and with its emission, one can attract various similar energies around us. This whole thing is taken care by God – which scientifically is the Universe (where all energy is stored). Based on this, our religion created ‘Sanskars’, ‘Mantras’ (to thank Universe/God for giving us various things), rituals (for the feeling of togetherness of our society), etc. All this was done to increase the feel of satisfaction and happiness so that our brain radiates good energy to attract good things.

THOUGHTS (good, bad)

ACTIONS

SANSKRAS

(Good, bad)

(Good, bad)

It seems like our religion was based on many scientific facts. As some ignorant people didn’t know about the real facts behind our culture, they developed it into a chain of superstition.

So now you know what basically is mind, soul and brain.

RAIN → MIND → SOUL → FEELINGS/THOUGHTS(GOOD/BAD)

(by Universe/God)

SIMILAR ACTIONS (GOOD/BAD)

ACTIONS (GOOD/BAD)

SIMILAR FEELINGS / THOUGHTS (GOOD/BAD)

RIDDLES

– Mrs. Ishika Motiani

What is as light as a feather, but even the world’s strongest man couldn’t hold it for more than a minute?

Ans. Breath.
Beyond Our Second Home – Our School

JULY 2015

Priya Swami
(2010 Batch, Student)

The Future Depends On What We Do In The Present. — Mahatma Gandhi

We all have seen how a sparrow makes its nest for its young ones. She knows that an eagle or some other big bird or the harsh storms and wind may come and destroy it. She also knows that one day when the baby sparrows are big enough and learn to fly they will leave this nest and would never come back. But yet, the sparrow builds the nest — painfully by picking twig and stems one by one. It is a sheer joy for the sparrow to do this, despite knowing the dangers that lurk ahead. This teaches us a short story lesson which is to be learnt from school as we should learn from school that, “Vinaash ke bhay se nahi rukta nirman ka sukh”

It is this same joy that can never be deterred in our TEACHERS, they too, like the sparrow keep putting their efforts selflessly for us and make us a better person. Thus, we should be thankful to our SCHOOL, our Teachers and last but not at all the least to our PARENTS, who gave us this wonderful opportunity to develop ourselves.

I joined Hiramani in its inception year itself, back then I was a small kid in 3rd Grade, who was awed by the grandeur of her to-be-school’s campus. The lush green patches of grass were everywhere to be seen. I would never forget what I learnt in my 10 years of schooling at Hiramani, be it the studies or the virtues, they will forever remain with me, unto my last breath.

I am glad that I have got an opportunity to interact with you people and get associated with my school again for a good cause and I would take this chance to convey that one day you all like me, will be out in this world from the safe cocoon called SCHOOL. Your problems will not limit themselves to just having not done your Homework but they will be a lot more. The life after completion of school is filled with Responsibilities. These responsibilities would consist of studying and performing well in college, getting yourself a good livelihood, fulfilling the requirements that are expected out of you in your respective jobs and consequently making your parents proud by performing all the duties to the tee and with this begins your life beyond School.

Amongst all this hustle and bustle of life you will certainly forget the basics that were taught to you back then in school. I urge you all, to kindly pay your attention to the first few pages of all your textbooks. The first page of every text book contains our NATIONAL PLEDGE and the very next page states our FUNDAMENTAL DUTIES towards the Nation. Have you ever thought WHY? As we grow up we forget these two things and shift our focus entirely on the Rights that our entitled to us. We forget our DUTIES towards our nation and we only remember as to what we can receive or take away from it.

There is a reason to include the National Pledge and the 10 fundamental Duties in the very first page of our curriculum of every subject’s textbook and the reason is that from the very beginning they want us to know that the ‘Responsibility’. Execution is demand of time, of present as well as future, towards the Nation is the Biggest and most Important of all the other things. I know this today and have chosen to help my country in any possible way be it being honest in my profession or not littering around or following the traffic rules or
not wasting water, fuel and other resources or treating everyone with equality or respecting my fellow beings, etc., etc. I as a senior from your very own School would like your approach to be similar as mine. I don’t say that choosing any specific career would show your dedication towards the nation; you can show it in every action that you do.

I cannot prove as to whether I practice what I preach but then again it’s not important too, what, matters is that if you want a clean, corruption free, democratic nation then you have to consider the nation first and all the other things after that. And as our teachers once invested their efforts selflessly upon us we too should return the favour by putting our efforts in the progress of our country.

Moreover, as rightly pointed out by Gandhiji the steps taken by me today, will give you a better tomorrow, similarly your efforts of today will give a better country to live, to the next generation. So don’t ever stop. Patriotism is not only showcased at the boundaries of a country but it should be portrayed in all our actions, in our day to day life. Be a responsible Citizen, once you are out of school because that is when it is most needed. All the best for your lives ahead.

---

**QUIZ TIME**

1. Which country is known as ‘Land of Legends’?
2. Ardh Kumbh mela is organized at which place?
3. Who is the author of the novel ‘Sarswati-chandra’?
4. At which pilgrimage place in India is India’s highest helipad located?
5. According to Hindu mythology, whose son is Narada?
6. Who was the first US President to visit India?
7. Which is the longest of the five rivers that together give Punjab its name?
8. Who was the first film personality to be honoured with ‘Bharat Ratna’?
9. Who invited Microwave oven?
10. What is the ‘Vahana’ of Goddess Ganga?
11. Which place is known as ‘Heaven of Gujarat’?
12. Who was the first Indian to win the ‘All England Badminton Championship’?
13. Which Indian president has also been speaker of the Lok sabha?
14. In which jail did Pandit Nehru wrote the book ‘The Discovery of India’?
15. Which cricketer acted in the 1973 Hindi film ‘Charitra’?

**ANSWER KEY**

1. India
2. Haridwar
3. Goverdhanlal Tripathi
4. Vaishno Devi (Jammu & Kashmir)
5. Brahma
6. Dwight Eisenhower
7. Satluj
8. M G Ramachandran
9. John Logie Baird
10. Simla
11. Polo Forest
12. Prakash Padukone
13. N Sanjiva Reddy
14. Ahmednagar
15. Salim Durani

---

**BEST FRIEND**

---

**Jwalin Adhyaru (Std. 10-A)**

About whom I am talking
Is not a brand
Who is always making
My day grand

Who always keeps me
in latest trend
He is my buddy
My best friend.
POEMS

THOUGHT WE WERE FRIENDS

– Shraddha Dave (Std. 9-C)

I always thought we were true friends, And those confident walks
But now we are at two different ends Today when I feel lost,
You forgot me, You’re the one I need the most
And I’m still wondering how could it be? But I know the truth
We are not apart What we had is never going to come back
And a new phase of life is about to start Life is never going to
You don’t need me Back to that same track
And I’m asking myself if I need you? I’m done with our friendship.
I’m wondering if our friendship wasn’t true It’s time to say goodbye
But really miss you And this time I know the reason why...
Miss your hugs The past is what we cannot amend.
How it was never ‘me’ I thought you were my friend
But always ‘us’ But right now you are
Miss our talks drifting to another end.

MASK

– Yahya Malvat (Std. 12-B)

There was a time indeed... with all their confirming smiles
People used to shake hands with their hearts, like a fixed portrait smile.
but that’s gone, dear. I have also learned to say, “Good bye”,
Now they shake hands without hearts, When I mean, “Good-riddance”,
While their left hands search to say “Glad to meet you”
my empty pockets... without being glad,
‘Feel at home! ‘come again’; they say, & to say “It’s been, nice talking to you,”
& when I come again & after being bored.
feel at home once, twice, But believe me, God,
there will be no thrice... I want to be what I used to be
For then I find doors shut on me... so show me, God,
So I have learned many things, dear, how to laugh, show me how...
I have learned to wear many faces like I used to laugh & smile...
dresses-homeface, school face, street face, Once upon a time...
hostface, cocktail face, when I was like a child.
**TREES OUR DEAR FRIENDS OR...**

Trees! our dear friends.
Bulging out of the seed
With the unique fancy trend,
Wear fruit garment studded with bead.
Your body covered with leaves,
Remembered me of primitive man
How your life and your sacrifices,
Can be gained by counting one to ten.
You spread your hands up in the air
And the creatures takes shade under you
They just prove you an item to be placed at a fair,
You believe to fill in their lives with hue.
But man should understand a thing
Not to kill a mouth less creature
If yes then where the birds will sing,
Considering it invaluable gift of nature.
With respect to seldom plea of a tree
Human should inculcate his feelings
And set it in the world so free,
That it should lend its fruits as greetings.

**SAVE WATER**

The leaky tap drips day and night.
Just fix it right or Shut it tight,
It seems the earth with water abounds
But thinks it’s every drop that really counts.
The tap is on, you brush your teeth,
The water flows, you soap your feet
Just think of all the water lost !!!
To close the tap, what does it cost ?
The water bottle you take to school,
The water in it is nice and cool,
You drink a bit, the rest you throw
The water could help a plant to grow.
So, Save water
And do your part,
It’s not a game,
Let the water last !!!
**WHAT IS INDIA?**

- Manjari Mehta (Std. 10-A)

Delhi is majesty
Banglore is beauty
Bengal for writing
Punjab for fighting
Nagaland for hills
Ahmedabad for mills
Madras for cooks
Kashmir for looks
Gujarat for wealth

M.P. for health
Kerala for education
U.P. for population
Bihar for mine Bhoomi
Himachal Pradesh for dev Bhoomi
Maharashtra for learning
Andhra for working
This is my India
Diverse yet united.

---

**INDEPENDENCE DAY OF DIFFERENT NATIONS**

- Manjari Mehta (Std. 10-A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Independence Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>4th July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>4th July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burma</td>
<td>4th January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>21st July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>10th October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>14th July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>25th March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>17th August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>3rd April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>26th March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>29th April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>16th December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>17th May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>4th July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>4th May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>5th October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>14th August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>15th August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1st August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>10th April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>24th June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>1st November</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.A.</td>
<td>4th July</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>